
Some forms of construction are so pervasive that even when we are dazzled by the 
workmanship, we comprehend them in a totalitarian way with immediacy. 

Masonry is one such form of artisanal craftsmanship that speaks to us in a profound 
way. A perfect mixture of mathematical perfection in the finished work mingles with the 

organic imperfections of the material itself.  
 

We tried to capture the essence of decorative brickwork in our Ashlar collection by 
pairing multiple decorative formats with an organically flowing fume glaze. Bring a 

sense of good old fashioned craftsmanship with a modern twist to your next project 
with Ashlar
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INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Technical  
Characteristics

ASTM Test  
Result

ASTM/ANSI  
Test Method 

*Tiles are glazed at random with accent color. For best resuls employ blending from different 
cartons during installation

Trim formats available in all colors including blends. For 
packaging into please visit out website
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LUMINOUS

PACKAGING

Size PC/
CTN

Carton/
Pallet

Sqft/ctn
(Sqm/ctn)

Sqft/plt
(Sqm/plt)

Lbs/ctn
(Kgs/ctn)

Lbs/plt
(Kgs/plt)

2.5x9.5”
(60x240)

30 90
1,980.00
(898.20)

5.14
(0.48)

462.60
(42.98)

22.00
(9.98)

3.5x6.5x2.5”
(89x169x60) 16 32

388.00
(176.00)

2.81
(0.26)

89.83
(8.35)

12.00
(5.44)

Water Absorption %

Dimensionality
(flatness, warpage, straightness, etc.)

Resistance to 
Stains, chemicals acids, etc.

Thermal Shock & Crazing
Resistance

Frost Resistance

<3%

premium grade  
conformance

Pass

Pass

Pass

A 187.1

ISO 10545-2
A 187.1

ISO 10545- 13/14

A 187.1
ISO 10545- 9/11

C 1026

Exruded brick tile is suitable for all interior wall or ceiling 
applications including wet areas. Not suitable for 
demanding environments such as steam showers

All products should be inspected prior to installation for 
any defects or unacceptable color/shade variation. 
Claims will not be accepted after installation

Proper substrates, preparation and installation materials 
are required for a successful installation. For reference 
please see the TCNA 09300 Tile Handbook

Fine aggregate sanded grouts are recommended for 
extruded brick wall tiles due to the larger joint width.

Ensure all grout haze is buffed off before 48 hours have 
elapsed after installation

Glazed tile should not be treated with a sealer for any 
reason

To clean glazed brick tile, use a damp sponge with warm 
water. For heavy cleaning, use a non abrasive cleaner 
with a damp sponge 

Further warranty, best practices, care and maintenance 
details can be found on our website
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